Abstract-We present an adaptive output feedback controller for a class of uncertain stochastic nonlinear systems. The plant dynamics is represented as a nominal linear system plus nonlinearities. In turn, these nonlinearities are decomposed into a part, obtained as the best approximation given by neural networks, plus a remaining part which is treated as uncertainties, modeling approximation errors, and neglected dynamics. The weights of the neural network are tuned adaptively by a Lyapunov design. The proposed controller is obtained through robust optimal design and combines together parameter projection, control saturation, and high-gain observers. High performances are obtained in terms of large errors tolerance as shown through simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N modeling of dynamical systems, the stochastic framework is suitable for taking into account either randomly varying system parameters or stochastic exogenous inputs. It is important in many practical situations to require, besides stability in some sense, some optimal and robustness performances, which can be usually described through a suitable cost functional. These performances may include tracking errors and physical constraints, due for example to control actuators or sensors with limited range.
According to the existing literature (see [18] - [20] , [22] , [23] and the textbooks [15] and [21] ), by stability it is usually meant that
• the probability that the trajectory, stemming from , leaves an -ball around the origin goes to zero as tends to the origin; • the trajectory, stemming from , goes asymptotically to zero almost surely. This stability, usually known as stability in probability, is either local or global according to whether is in some (small) neighborhood of the origin or, respectively, it is any point of the state space. In [15] Lyapunov-based conditions are given for guaranteeing stability in probability and require the solution of partial differential inequalities (PDIs). In [17] and [19] , it has been proved that a step-by-step algorithm (backstepping) can be successfully implemented for solving globally these PDIs, whenever the state is available for feedback, while in [18] , the problem of global output feedback stabilization in probability is solved for a class of systems with output nonlinearities. For deterministic systems, the complexity and the conditions for solving these PDIs can be weakened by relaxing the stability requirements of the closed-loop system. In a deterministic setting, semiglobal stabilization was introduced in [6] and requires a local asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system plus a region of attraction containing any a priori given compact set of the state space. The basic ingredients for achieving semiglobal stability via output feedback are control saturations and high-gain observers [10] , [11] , [14] : Large values of the observer gain guarantee that the error between the state and its estimate, generated by the observer itself, goes to zero "sufficiently fast," while input saturations rule out destabilizing effects such as peaking [8] , which is a phenomenon occurring when one is trying to force some state variables to zero as fast as possible causing an impulsive-like behavior of some others.
In this paper, we want to study the problem of stabilizing (in some probabilistic sense) the following class of nonlinear stochastic systems: (1) is the same as the one considered in [1] with (i.e., no input derivatives are taken into account).
By calling upon the neural-networks theory [2] for each choice of vector basis functions and , it is possible to decompose the functions and as follows [29] :
where (3) and and . The system (4) (i.e., system under nominal conditions plus best approximation of the nonlinear dynamics) can be understood as the nominal system of (1). The model uncertainty is represented by . Since the neural network approximations given in (2) are valid for , one should ensure that the state trajectory stay inside for all at least with some guaranteed probability. This property is well-covered by the notion of -SP stability recently introduced in [4] . Given , and some desired region of attraction and target set , this notion requires that the trajectories of the closed-loop system, resulting from (1), with initial condition in remain inside some compact set of the state space, eventually enter any given neighborhood of the target set in finite time and remain thereinafter with probability at least . The numbers and are risk margins: The first one quantifies the risk of leaving with initial condition in rather than getting close to the target, while the second one gives a risk margin for remaining close to the target. If and can be taken any a priori given compact set of the state space and and any numbers in , our definition extends to a stochastic setting the notion of semiglobal stabilization as introduced in [6] , and in what follows, we will refer to this property as semiglobal stabilization in probability.
The values and are derived by solving the optimization problem (3). Typically, it is difficult to compute these vaules; however, by some off-line training, one can obtain "good approximations" and of the optimal values and . As a consequence, the nominal system can be written as (5) where and are on-line "estimates" of and , updated through a suitable adaptive law, and and are the estimation errors. The initial values of and may be set to and , respectively. On the other hand, the functions and themselves may be known only up to some degree of accuracy so that it is important to take into account the presence of unmodeled dynamics. To cope with these kinds of uncertainties, we define suitable optimality and robustness criteria by means of some admissibility constraints. The optimality criteria are formulated in terms of achieving either a guaranteed value or the minimum of some cost functionals, according to whether multiplicative or additive noise is taken into account. These cost functionals penalize the "distance" from a reference situation for which a "worst-case" controller is designed, and in the linear case, they reduce to a standard quadratic cost (see [20] and [21] for comparisons with other inverse optimal schemes for deterministic and stochastic nonlinear systems).
We show that the problem of finding a stabilizing controller for the class of systems (1) can be split into two lower dimensional problems: One is related to the case in which the state is available for feedback (state feedback problem) and the other to the possibility of constructing an observer for estimating the state (output injection problem). This corresponds to a nonlinear separation principle. First, we give a semiglobal in probability backstepping design procedure for solving the state feedback problem. While this procedure generalizes the classical semiglobal backstepping design for deterministic systems [14] , it stands as a practical semiglobal version of the corresponding global result proved in [17] and [19] . Finally, we give constructive tools for the observer design. It turns out that control saturations and high-gain observers are instrumental to the control design exactly as in the case of [1] . In comparison with [1] , we do not take into account the presence of a zero dynamics; on the other hand, our control strategy has some important advantages over [1] being robust against model uncertainties and random noise and optimal with respect to given performance indexes. We want to stress that the use of neural network approximation is important to better represent the nominal dynamics of (1) and simplify the structure of what is to be considered as uncertainty. This is even more important in the case that and themselves are known only up to some degree of accuracy.
II. NOTATIONS AND BASIC NOTIONS
First, we give some notations extensively used throughout the paper.
• If denotes the 2-norm of any given vector , by , we denote the induced 2-norm of any given matrix ; by , we denote the -norm of , i.e., ; let col be the column vector with th entry equal to .
• By (respectively, ), we denote the set of positive (respectively, negative) definite symmetric matrices; by , we denote the set of positive semidefinite symmetric matrices; denotes the set of positive real numbers and the set of nonnegative real numbers; • For any vector-valued function , we denote by (or ) its th component.
• For any given set , we denote by its closure and by its boundary; moreover, given and a set , by -neighborhood of , we denote the set ; • For any sequence of sets , , and . It is easy to see that if , then there exists such that for all . Similarly, if then there exists such that for all . In the remaining part of this section, we shortly recall some notions of stochastic processes, referring the reader for the basic concepts to standard textbooks [25] , [26] . We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of probability theory and stochastic processes on a given probability space (we assume that the probability space and all the -algebras we consider are completed with all the subsets of sets having null measure). We denote by the expectation and by the conditional probability (expectation).
An important definition regards the notion of Markov time. Let be an increasing family of right continuous -algebras contained in (filtration). (6) For the corresponding definitions in the multidimensional case, we refer to [27] .
By a stochastic differential equation , we mean the following: (7) with initial condition , where is a Wiener process (with respect to ). The solution of (7), whenever it exists, is a Markov process satisfying (8) almost surely (a.s.). The last integral is called Itô integral. It is well known ( [15] ) that if (9) for all , , and in , with a compact set containing , then there exists an a.s. unique stochastic process , sample continuous and satisfying (8) on , where and is the Markov time (relatively to the -algebra generated by ) defined as the first time at which reaches the boundary of [15] .
An important property of solutions of stochastic differential equations is regularity. Consider a sequence of increasing bounded domains , containing the origin, such that the distance of the boundary from the origin goes to infinity as tends to infinity, and let be the corresponding sequence of Markov times. Since is nondecreasing, its limit exists. We will say that the solution is regular if a.s. Any regular solution can be uniquely (a.s.) extended for all . Any solution of (7) satisfies the following strong Markov property [26] : (10) where is any given Markov time (relatively to the -algebra generated by ). In (10), we can substitute with its conditioned version as long is regular, i.e., it is a function , measurable for each fixed and a probability for each fixed .
From now on, we will denote , if not otherwise stated, simply by . Given a (measurable) function , define (11) Proposition 2.1 (Dynkin's Formula): Let a.s. The solution of (7) satisfies on the following equation: (12) The integral appearing in the right-hand side of (12) is meant in the sense that where is the indicator function corresponding to the event . Also, we will use extensively the following (generalized) Chebyshev inequality (13) where , is real nonnegative, and is a given random variable such that exists. Finally, we recall the following fundamental formula of the differential calculus.
Proposition 2.2 (Itô Rule):
Given a function and if is a solution of (7), then
III. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The optimal and are contained in some known compact sets. Off-line training allows to obtain good estimates and of and , respectively. Correspondingly, one can select some compact sets and in such a way that and are comparable to and , respectively.
Assume that and are convex hypercubes, i.e., 
for some and for . While , , are designed in such a way to counteract the destabilizing effects due to large values of (peaking), accounts for possible limitations on the control (as an example, saturations of the control actuators).
For the analysis of stability of the closed-loop system (1)- (17) (20) , and (22) and such that (27) with diag , diag and is as in (17) , for all , and . The functions are typically designed to avoid the peaking phenomenon, while is instrumental in enlarging the region of attraction of the closed-loop system. Moreover, similar remarks can be repeated for the constants .
Finally, let (28) for some sequence in . Note that, by (22) , (28) 
In what follows, we will refer to , and as admissible functions. Moreover, any choice of , , ,
, for which and will be referred to as admissible parameterization.
Denote by the trajectory of the closed-loop system at time stemming from . With some abuse of notation, wherever there is no ambiguity, we will use instead of . Moreover, let . We introduce a sequence of cost functionals as follows:
Note that for any , and . Dividing by allows to cope with the case of both additive and multiplicative noise, since otherwise for at least one would make the cost diverge. The aim of this paper is to study under which conditions it is possible to modify the behavior of (1) in such a way that achieves a guaranteed value and to obtain stability in some "stochastic" sense. To make the last point precise, let us give the following definition.
(24) Note that the events in (30) and (31) are measurable by separability and measurability (on the product -algebra , where is the Borel -algebra on the line) of the process and being adapted to the -algebra generated by . The set gives the guaranteed region of attraction of the closed-loop system , while represents the target set. From 1), it follows that there exists such that for all . Property 2) is a local property with respect to : For each -neighborhood of , there exists sufficiently large for which the probability that the trajectories of the closed-loop system , starting from , stay forever in is at least for all . Property 3) is a property in the large with respect to : There exists sufficiently large for which the trajectories of starting inside remain inside , eventually enter any given -neighborhood of the target set in finite time, and remain thereinafter with probability at least for all . The numbers and are given risk margins: the first one quantifies the risk of leaving the compact set with initial condition in rather than getting close to the target, while the second one gives a risk margin for remaining close to the target. Note also that 3) requires that . As it will be clear in Section IV, under the standard assumptions of local existence and uniqueness a.s. of trajectories, each Markov time , conditioned to for all , is always finite and as as long as . In particular, this implies that, if , the trajectory approaches the origin as . The role of the risk margins, region of attraction, and target set is peculiar of our setup and become unessential in the classical definitions given in [15] . If , and for all , Definition 3.1 recovers the classical definition of asymptotic stability in probability [15] . If in addition , Definition 3.1 gives the notion of asymptotic stability in probability in the large [15] . On the other hand, if and can be taken any a priori given compact set of and and any a priori given numbers in , our definition gives a stochastic analog of the concept of semiglobal stabilization, as introduced in [6] . If and can be taken any a priori given compact set of and and any a priori given number in , Definition 3.1 extends to a stochastic setting the concept of practical stabilization.
All the above remarks can be straightforwardly extended to the definition of stability in quadratic mean.
Remark 3.1: Definition 3.1 requires convergence of parameter estimates to the optimal values in some probabilistic sense. However, if one is not interested in the parameter convergence this definition should be slightly modified in 3) with regard to the parameter estimation errors by only requiring their boundedness in probability. For sake of simplicity, in the rest of the paper by -stability in probability, we will refer to this situation, being only interested in the asymptotic stability of the state trajectories.
We are ready to formulate our problems. (17) and (25) and . By (18) and (11) (43) (49) for each then the risk margin can be taken any number in , and any a priori given compact set can be included in . Thus, (49), together with 4)-6) of Lemma 4.1, guarantee semiglobal stabilization in probability.
Nonlinear Stabilization in Probability with
On the other hand, if , then for each (50) and the risk margin can be taken any number in . Moreover, any a priori given compact set can be chosen as target set and (50), together with 4)-6) of Lemma 4.1, guarantee practical stabilization in probability.
Remark 4.2:
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is based on a probabilistic invariance property which extends to a stochastic setup the following well-known property: If there exists a proper and positive definite function such that, along the trajectories of , is definite negative on and 4) and 6) hold, then any trajectory starting from stays forever in , eventually enters any given -neighborhood of in finite time and remains thereinafter. In our setting, this invariance property corresponds to an event which occurs with probability at least . For the above reasons, and can be thought of as risk margins. In the deterministic case, 6) corresponds to a precise geometric property of the level sets of for sufficiently large : one is that is contained in and the other is that is contained in some level set of which is, on turn, contained in .
V. STOCHASTIC STABILIZATION WITH GUARANTEED COST FOR FEEDBACK LINEARIZABLE SYSTEMS
The conditions of Theorem 4.1 do not provide any constructive procedure to find an admissible parameterization and the functions , and . In Sections V-A and B, we want to outline algorithms for accomplishing this task for the class of nonlinear stochastic systems (1), with and invertible with no invariant zeroes, and normbounded from above by a locally Lipschitz function of and . Moreover, we will assume that and . The case or as well as can be treated in a similar way but with more complicate calculations.
First, we give a semiglobal in probability backstepping design procedure for solving the state feedback problem (SF); then a recursive procedure to solve the filtering problem (OI) and (RM). Note that by assuming (A1), we can define as new control input , and for simplicity, we denote directly by . We also remark that Theorem 4.1 still holds if one replaces (34) with (51) and (52) for some sequence of matrices and with . In order to keep the backstepping algorithm as simple as possible, it is convenient to satisfy (51) rather than (34). Moreover, the choice of gives an additional flexibility in the optimal control design.
Preliminarly, by [28] , there exists a change of coordinates such that (1) To simplify notations, we will omit the hats and denote by .
A. Backstepping Design
The main result of this section is the following. Theorem 5.1: The system (53) is semiglobally stabilizable in probability with guaranteed cost through a state feedback controller.
As a first step toward the proof of Theorem 5.1, rewrite (53) for all so that the sequence can be chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that (56) is semiglobally stabilizable in probability with arbitrary guaranteed cost through the state feedback and . Since is independent of , (76) is sufficient to conclude that also the original system (53) is semiglobally stabilizable in probability with arbitrary guaranteed cost through state-feedback, which proves Theorem 5.1.
B. Filter Design
In this section, we want to show that for some admissible parameterization and also (OI) and (RM) can be met for (55). First, let us prove (OI). Define (55) is semiglobally stabilizable in probability with arbitrary guaranteed cost through output feedback. We conclude with an example. Let us consider (88) It is known from [13] that (88) is not globally stabilizable by any continuous dynamic output feedback controller. However, we select a guaranteed region of attraction , and we approximate on the compact interval the function through a standard two-layer neural network Proceeding as in [1] , one can show that (88) is stabilizable through a dynamic output feedback controller, based on control saturation and high gain observer, and with region of attraction containing . Assume that a Wiener process affects the second equation of (88) as follows:
Using (2), we rewrite (93) as
Applying Theorem 5.2, we conclude that (93) is stabilizable in probability with region of attraction containing . In Figs. 1-3 , the evolution of the states and and the control of the closed-loop system versus are plotted, starting from initial conditions , and with a Gaussian random noise.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 4.1
Throughout the proof, , where is the Markov time (relatively to the -algebra generated by ) defined as the first time at which the trajectory of (1) 
Since as , from (99) and (sequential) continuity of , we obtain (97).
Next, we show that (100) From the Dinkyn's formula (with and as above) and since is negative definite on , it follows that (101)
By (101) a.s.
From (13) 
